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P10B Consolacion
port to start 2020
DBM releases P43M for consultants: Alegado
Consolacion,
Cebu
Vice Mayor Teresa Pepito
Alegado said the Department
of Budget and Management
(DBM) released P43 million
to pay the consultants
of the P10-billion Cebu
International Container Port
(CICP).
Because if this, the P10
billion port project can start
this year.
Alegado said the release
was based on the request of
the Consolacion Municipal
Government headed by
her son, Mayor Johannes
Alegado.
Consolacion is the host
municipality of CICP. The
Department of Transportation
(DOTr) is the implementing
agency, while the Cebu Port
Authority (CPA) is the enduser as it is the owner of all
ports in Cebu, based on its
charter authored by Rep. Raul
V. Del Mar.
Construction work on
the CICP was supposed to
start in 2018 after President
Rodrigo Duterte signed a
P10-billion loan with South
Korea during his state visit
there.
The project was delayed
due to lack of consultants and
the Philippine Government
has started paying loan

amortization.
“Lucky
enough,
the
P43 million was released
by DBM to DOTr which
is mandated to choose
consultants as stated in the
terms of reference. That’s
the Philippine Government’s
counterpart,” Alegado said.
“The role of the Local
Government Unit (LGU) is
to ready the right of way, and
scooping of affected areas,”
Alegado said.
She said the Department
of Public Works and Highways
(DPWH)
has
prepared
three alignments that will
connect or compliment the
CICP. These are: the existing
Tayud (Consolacion-Liloan)
Highway which is under
widening; a road traversing
from the CICP site to the
back of Liloan town parish
church; and a road from Cebu
International Port (CIP) to a
viaduct near the new port.
The
fourth
bridge,
recommended by JICA, will
also be constructed from
Barangay Ibo, Lapu-Lapu
City to the boundary of Tayud,
Consolacion and Paknaan,
Mandaue City where a
“round-about” junction (Like
Fuente Osmeña) is designed.
This means that all
vehicles in the area can freely

go towards Mandaue City,
Lapu-Lapu City, Concolacion
or Liloan without traffic
lights.
“I can talk about this
because this has been
presented by DPWH and I
think this has already been
approved by the Regional
Development Council (RDC).
This was also recommended
by
Japan
International
Cooperation Agency (JICA),”
Alegado said.
In
the
right-of-way
acquisition from the port
to Consoalcion proper, it
will only traverse very few
properties.
Among
the
landowners are the Aboitizes
who signified their interest.
“I
called
all
the
landowners
and
they
themselves have it surveyed
from Sitio Pagutlan, Tayud
to the new port. This will also
partially solve the lingering
traffic problem in the area
because they can now choose
where to pass,” Alegado said.
She said that a study
company hired by JICA met
her last Feb. 20 because aside
from the bypass road from the
City of Naga to Danao City,
there is a study for a new road
opening from Minglanilla to
Consolacion passing through
cities of Cebu and Mandaue.

Consolacion Mayor Johannes Alegado with Molther
Vice Mayor Teresa Pepito Alegado

JICA will undertake the
construction through a grant.
After the feasibility study
that they’ve conducted, they
will make a final draft so the
project can be implemented
as soon as possible.
“I just hope nothing
would stop this development
because this definitely can
solve our traffic problem.

This is what President
Duterte meant by talking
about standard, elevated
highway,” Alegado msaid.
She said she has been
in Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan where she saw
highways passing through
tunnels under mountains
and bridges between two
mountains. EOB
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Relevant curriculum ‘needed to get jobs’
“COLLEGES
and
universities in Metro Cebu
can help a lot in preventing a
glut of unemployed graduates
every year,” Virgilio Espeleta,
president of Cebu Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
(CCCI), said during the 888
News Forum held on Tuesdays
at Marco Polo Hotel in Lahug,
Cebu City, and can also be
watched on FaceBook live.
At the same time, he
cautioned the Department of
Education (DepEd) that K to
12 graduates lack talents.
In reply to an observation
raised by alternate forum host
Art Barrit that these graduates
can hardly find jobs because
of the mismatch between the
degree they earned and the
position they are applying
for, the CCCI president said
they held a summit with
government and academe in
November last year precisely
to address the yearly problem
about new labor entrants not
getting jobs at all.
Espeleta said during
the summit, “We all agreed
to tell the academe and
government these are the
skills that we need. These are
the talents that we need, so
that schools must make the
necessary adjustment.”
The CCCI is trying to
help develop the curriculum.
We’re working with several
agencies, like the Department
of Science and Technology,
the Department of Trade and

Industry and the Department
of tourism, he said.
In the summit, they
also discussed the fourth
industrial revolution (the
digital technology) and how
to respond to it as it will
surely alter the peoples’ way
of life, the way they work and
relate to one another.
In the same forum,
Espeleta has called on school
authorities to discourage
students from taking up
courses,
like
nursing,
nautical or information
technology just because they
are in demand abroad.
With the oversupply
of graduates from these
courses, “they will end up
working as security guards or
call center agents,” he said.
“Nursing lang gihapon,
naa pa man hinooy demand
pero you have to match also
the supply and demand. Kung
daghan na kaayong nurse unya
gamay rang demand, people
end up doing call center jobs,
among others.”
But call centers, Espeleta
said, will soon be things
in past. In fact, “diha sa
imong celphone naay apps
(application) nga kung dili
ka kahibawo magkinatsila,
naa nay apps diretso na. (…
in your celphone there’s an
apps that even if you don’t
know the Spanish language,
there’s an apps for it.
In
Singapore,
the
Ministry of trade is the one

tasked to tell schools to limit
the number of enrollees on a
particular course.
“You open this kind
of courses because these
are what we need. That is
how Singapore is doing it,”
Espeleta said.
He also cited the need
to upscale the workforce.
“We need to upscale even
our graduates. We are left
behind. Our graduates will
end up doing clerical jobs.
What have been the schools
teaching our graduates?
The schools should also
shape up and this include
modernizing their facilities.
“Unfortunately, there are
still schools that are almost
primitive with their ways of
teaching and their facilities are
dismal. There are also schools
whose teachers or professors
don’t really have industry
experience,” Espeleta said.
“Naay eskwelahan, bag-o
pa ganing nigraduate, kay
bright lagi gipatudlo dayon.
So here we need to work on
this and Commission on
Higher Education has to
work on this too,” he said.
(There’s a school, there’s a
new graduate. Just because
the graduate is bright, the
school gave the graduate a
teaching position)
We discussed this issue
with DepEd and Tesda to see
what can be done, Espeleta said.
On the K to 12 graduates,
Espeleta said, “We need to

Virgilio Espeleta, president of Cebu Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI)

expose these students of the
practical apprenticeship, the
kind of a program that will
give them an experience, a
taste of what would they be
doing in the actual job as
soon as they finish grade 12.”
“We all admit that
‘pagraduate nila,’ they are
not yet ready. They are not
yet very very , productive.
“On the average, two
years ‘pa lang sila, imo pa na
silang tudloan.’ That’s why we
need to put the right training
in the k to 12 program. So
this is where the industry is
working,” Espeleta said.
He said that in the
construction industry, “we
need so many construction

Megawide offers: Modernize Carbon market
The
Megawide
Corporation has offered to
the Cebu City Government
to modernize Carbon market
that should be suitable to all
walks of life, including the
promotion of trading and
tourism.
“We will partner with
the
Local
Government
Unit
(LGU),
leaders
or
organizations
and
cooperatives, to establish
good facility which is clean,
organized and sustainable,”
said
Louie
Ferrer
of
Megawide who is also the
President of the GMRMegawide Cebu Airport
Corporation (GMCAC).
He said they are now

finalizing the plan; hence,
they are now in consultation
with
different
groups
including cooperatives and
vendors’ groups.
“We will address their
concerns. We will show
them our concept on
inclusive growth. We will
accommodate most of them,
if not all, once the Carbon
market will be modernized,”
Ferrer said.
There
are
two
cooperatives whose members
are making a living at
Carbon market namely Cebu
Market Vendors Cooperative
(CEMVEDCO) and the Cebu
Vendors Credit Cooperative
(CVCO-MPC).

Ferrer said that when they
inspected Carbon at present,
the area is so disorganized.
Some vendors are trading on
the streets, delivery vehicles
are parking on the roads. It’s
really messy.
“If you go to the night
markets in other countries,
the areas are clean. But at
Carbon market, a person
who will tour the area has
no appetite to eat because of
dirty environment,” Ferrer
said.
He added that even the
seawaters nearby is dirty and
the people are throwing their
garbage indefinitely. The
people are not concerned of
the environment.

“We want to modernize
the area, organize them, and
include them as vendors in
the area. We will construct a
wet-and-dry market,” Ferrer
said.
He said that once
they construct a fourlevel market, the existing
vendors will be temporarily
moved to a nearby place.
Once
the
building
is
finished, the vendors can be
accommodated in the lower
and upper grounds, and the
higher floors will be business
firms.
“We will have bigger
spaces to accommodate all
vendors,” Ferrer said.
He added that if the area

workers. That’s why last year
there had been complaints
why are we getting skilled
workers from China?”
“And why not? Look
at our ‘karpentero, mason,
etc. Inig sulod sa alas otso
sa buntag mao pay ibaid,
magbarog-barog
pa
ug
manabako.’” (Look at our
carpenters, masons, etc. They
report at 8 a.m. and it’s only
then they start sharpening
their tools. Some of them are
smoking doing nothing.)
The CCCI, Espeleta said,
in collaboration with the
construction industry and
several schools, have come up
with the relevant curriculum.
Keres H. Aviles

will be modernized, they will
include the development
of adjacent areas to finally
make the place a tourism
destination.
We want to install a
statue of Senior Santo Niño
that will become a landmark
and welcome entry of all
tourists. We will link this to
the airport. From the airport,
you take a water taxi, we pick
you up by shuttle and tour
around the area, including
Carbon market, Ferrer said.
They will develop the
whole area, and the value of
the area will surely go up,
Ferrer said.
“I hope that all the
stakeholders
at
Carbon
market will cooperate with
us and we assure them to
accommodate them all,”
Ferrer said. EOB
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Mental health program set SSS releases P3.5-B
Underscoring
the
importance of promoting
workers’ mental health,
the labor department has
mandated the adoption and
implementation of mental
health policies and programs
in workplaces.
In Department Order
No. 208, signed on February
11, 2020, Labor Secretary
Silvestre Bello III provided
the guidelines to employers
and workers for the effective
implementation of mental
health policies and programs
in accordance with RA11036
or the Mental Health Act.
“The directive hopes
to raise further awareness,
prevent
stigma
and
discrimination
among
Filipino workers in as far
as mental health conditions
are concerned and provide
support to workers with
mental health issues for them
to gain access to medical

health services,” Bello said.
He said the directive covers
employers in the formal
sector, including those that
deploy overseas Filipino
workers (OFWs).
According to the order,
an organization’s mental
health
program
shall
be prepared jointly by
management and employee’s
representatives and shall
be made an integral part of
the company’s occupational
safety and health (OSH)
policies and programs.
In
organized
establishments, a mental
health program may be
included as part of the
collective
bargaining
agreement
(CBA),
the
department said.
Components of a mental
health program shall include
advocacy,
information,
education, training as well as
promotion and enhancement

of workers’ well-being; nondiscriminatory policies and
practices;
confidentiality
of
information;
disclosure of medical or
mental
condition;work
accommodation and work
arrangement;
treatment,
rehabilitation and referral
system;
benefits
and
compensation,
among
others.
Assistance
in
the
formulation
and
implementation
of
the
mental health policy and
program may be sought
from the labor department,
Department of Health, and/
or organizations rendering
mental health services.
Establishments
shall
submit
their
respective
mental health policy and
program to the DOLE
regional
office
having
jurisdiction over them, the
department also said. PR

Cut travel tax, gov’t. asked
THE
Air
Carriers
Association
of
the
Philippines, Inc. (ACAP) is
requesting the government
to decrease or waive the
travel tax in the light of the
coronavirus outbreak.
ACAP Executive Director
and Vice-Chairman Roberto
C.O. Lim made the proposal
as he cited the outcome of
the coronavirus plague to
the4 tourism industry.
Mr. Lim was quoted
saying that: “We are the
only country in ASEAN
(Association of Southeast
Asian Nations) that imposes
travel tax. P1,620 is a hefty

fee. Its removal can spur
travel demand.”
Representative Rozzano
Rufino B. Biazon asked
ACAP to submit its studies
and recommendations on the
issue.
Manila
International
Airport Authority (MIAA)
General Manager Eddie V.
Monreal confirmed that the
airline industry wrote the
agency seeking reductions
on or the waiver of certain
fees but a decision hasn’t
been reached yet as they
(MIAA) are still studying the
proposals.
Department of Tourism

(DOT) Secretary Bernadette
Fatima T. Romulo-Puyat
has projected the Tourism
industry’s loss to be P42.9
billion between February
and April — broken down
at P16.8 billion this month,
P14.11 billion in March and
P11.98 billion in April.
The government wants
Filipinos to visit domestic
destinations in the face of
the decline in international
tourism due to the outbreak.
Amidst
the
challenges
the country is facing, the
government hopes to attract
9.2 million foreign tourists
this year.

to 100K pensioners

The Social Security System (SSS) loan releases under
the enhanced Pension Loan Program (PLP) reached the
P3-billion mark, benefitting more than 105,000 pensionerborrowers.
SSS President and Chief Executive Officer Aurora
C. Ignacio attributed the increase in PLP payouts to the
improvement of the program last October 2019 which allowed
qualified retiree-pensioners to avail of up to a maximum
amount equivalent of 12 times of their pension or about
P200,000.
“We are happy to announce that we have already assisted
a number of pensioners for their short-term and immediate
financial needs preventing them from becoming victims of
private loan sharks with steep interest rates and eventually
giving their ATM cards as collateral,” Ignacio said.
The PLP was launched in September 2018 with the aim of
providing instant financial assistance to pensioners in need
of additional cash.
SSS data showed that as of January 30, the pension fund
has already released more than P3.53 billion to 105,365
retiree-pensioners who have availed of the enhanced PLP.
SSS Cebu had released 3,258 approved pension loans
amounting to P112.99 million.
“Now that they can borrow a larger amount, which depends
on their qualifications, we are expecting an increase in the
number of retiree-pensioners who will avail of the program in
the coming days. We are glad that we are able to provide them
the assistance they need in times of contingencies,” Ignacio said.
“Further, we would like to remind our qualified retiree
pensioners that they may get 12 times of their BMP plus
the P1000 additional benefit, provided that they will still
be receiving a substantial amount from their basic monthly
pension or BMP. We do not want their BMP to end up as full
loan collaterals, very different from those lending companies
who get their whole monthly pension as payment for the
loan,” she added.
Under the new guidelines, retiree pensioners who are 85
years and below at the end of the month of the loan term are
now qualified to apply for the PLP, provided that they have
no outstanding loan balance, benefit overpayment payable to
SSS from his monthly pension. He must also have no existing
advance pension under the SSS calamity package and must
be receiving his regular monthly pension for at least one
month and has an “active” status of pension.
Furthermore, the enhanced PLP guidelines also give the
borrower a wider option of the loanable amount to choose
from. From the previous minimum loanable amount of twice
his BMP plus the P1,000 additional benefit, the pensionerborrower may now apply for a loan equivalent to three times,
six times, nine times or even12 times of his BMP plus the
P1,000 additional benefit.

PH no. 22 in emerging markets logistics
The Philippines still
has some ways to go as it is
at present no.22 in overall
ranking in the 2020’s Agility
Emerging Markets Logistics
Index.
The Top 10 emerging
logistics markets are China,
India,
UAE,
Indonesia,
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Mexico, Thailand,
and Turkey, in that order,
according to the index

prepared
by
Agility,
Transport Intelligence and
logistics company.
“The strongest clusters of
emerging markets are in the
Arabian Gulf and Southeast
Asia, thanks to businessfriendly conditions and core
strengths,” the recent report
said.
China
continues
to
lead the overall index,
edging away from the other

markets as improvements
in core strengths across
domestic and international
logistics opportunities offset
some declines in business
fundamentals, the report
said.
Vietnam is dropped to
11th place, as Thailand enters
the Top 10 for the first time.
The index ranks 50 countries
by three factors that make
them attractive to logistics

providers, shipping lines,
air cargo carriers, and
distributors. These subindexes are domestic logistics
opportunities, international
logistics opportunities and
business fundamentals.
In terms of domestic
logistics opportunities, the
Philippines is no. 19, down
four places from a year ago.
Leading the group is still
China, followed again by

India, then Indonesia, UAE,
and Brazil.
The
top
emerging
markets
in
terms
of
international
logistics
opportunities are China,
India, Mexico, Vietnam and
Indonesia. The Philippines is
in 13th place..
Two other Southeast
Asian markets -Thailand
and Malaysia- rose in the
international
logistics
ranking as a result of
infrastructure
investment
programs.
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Traffic solutions
Expect
smooth
traffic
flow
in
Metro
Cebu
once
the
intermodal
and
integrated
transportation are in
place.
Secretary
Arthur
Tugade
of
the
Department
of
Transportation
(DOTr)
confidently
Weekly Notes
told reporters this Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
Saturday
night
(February 22, 2020) at
the induction of officers of the Jaycees International
Metro Cebu Uptown.
Sec. Tugade said the project involved a modified
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), cable cars, and a monorail.
To start the project this year, there will be an interim
bus system by the second semester of 2020.
I believe this transport project should be in place
once the Cordova-Cebu Link Exchange ot the socalled third Mactan-Cebu bridge will be opened in
2021.
The bridge will definitely focus traffic at the South
Road Properties (SRP). The bridge will divert traffic
at the existing two bridges to the southern part of
Metro Cebu.
However, I still need to see if a BRT starting at the
SRP will be able to transport more people from the
south to the north compared to the Bulacao corridor.
Initially, a BRT system is designed to transport people
from the south to the north, not vehicles coming down
from the bridge to various parts of southern Metro
Cebu.
In addition, a BRT starting at SRP will serve more
the malls and not residents going to their workplaces
everyday.
Though I look at the transport system with the
benefit of the doubt, I have this bias for poor Metro
Cebu residents than those with SUVs.
Nonetheless, I will be very happy once the BRT
will be carried out. Our transport officials may modify
the BRT, however, they just scrap implementation.
The more politics delay the BRT, the bigger will he
the penalty. The World Bank money is already there.
I first heard of the monorail project from my
friend Cerwin Eviota several years ago. At that time,
OPAV and DOTR were pushing for the LRT/Subway
project in lieu of the BRT.
However, a monorail project was more feasible
especially if it should go with the BRT.
The cable car component of the intermodal,
integrated project of DOTR was something new to
me.
I’m excited to see the project succeed in
smoothening traffic flow in Metro Cebu.

“Radiating positivity, creating connectivity”
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An Eddie Gullas
achievement
Talks about carving a
new district from the First
Congressional District of
Cebu City has earned initial
positive response from local
constituents especially in
Talisay City and Minglanilla.
The district can be
divided with Talisay and
Minglanilla comprising one
district. The other district
will be composed of the
Cities of Naga and Carcar
along with the towns of San
Fernando and Sibonga.
The two districts qualify
in terms of population and
income.

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

The move, if it becomes a
reality, shall result in bigger
congressional attention and
budget for projects in both
districts.
Talisay and Minglanilla,
for instance, needs a parallel
highway to the south to solve
the perennial traffic congestion
at the area. When traffic slows
down at the highway, there is
no alternative.
The
Naga-Sibonga
district will also benefit
from the projects that a new
congressman can implement.
The idea is laudable because,
after creating three cities

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Bebie Hiñola Baquero

Editor

Marketing Manager

Keres H. Aviles
Writer

Emmanuel R. Espina
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namely Talisay, Naga, and
Carcar, Cong. Eddie Gullas
will have a very fitting
achievement of his long,
productive and illustrious
political life – the creation of
a new district.
Today, Cong. Gullas has
a very visionary grandson
in Talisay Mayor Gerald
Gullas. He can also rely on
his equally visionary cream
of leaders that will soon
compose the new district.
Cong. Gullas will not fade
quietly as a politician and as
a Cebuano. He will exit with
a lasting legacy.
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DDB OKs
cannabis
use for
epilepsy
Manila, Philippines –
It’s one small step, but it’s
practically one foot in the
door.

Advocates pushing for
the legalization of cannabis
as medicine scored a virtual
victory when the Dangerous
Drugs Board (DDB) recently
approved “in principle” a
resolution to allow the use
of cannabdiol (CBD) for
alleviating severe forms of
epilepsy.
The
DDB
is
the
government policy-making
and
strategy-formulating
body on the prevention and
control of drug abuse.
Among
hundreds
of
components in cannabis, CBD,
a pain reliever, is one of the two
most active, the other being
tetrahydrocannabiniol (THC)
which produces the “high” or its
psychoactive effects.
A report by the World
Health Organization (WHO)
says: “In humans, CBD
exhibits no effects indicative
of any abuse or dependence
potential… To date, there is
no evidence of public health-

related problems associated
with the use of pure CBD.”
There has been scientific
proof that CBD – which is
derived from the hemp plant,
a “cousin” of cannabis –
alleviates seizures in people
with epilepsy.
One of the most recent
studies was undertaken
by Dr. Orrin Devinsky, a
professor of neurology and
psychiatry at New York
University (NYU) School of
Medicine and director of NYU
Langone’s Comprehensive
Epilepsy Center.
“This new study adds
rigorous
evidence
of
cannabidiol’s effectiveness
in reducing seizure burden
in a severe form of epilepsy
and, importantly, is the first
study of its kind to offer
more information on proper
dosing,”
said
Devinsky,
whose
findings
were
published online on May 17,
2018, in the New England

Journal of Medicine. (Phl
Daily Inquirer)
oOo
A string of US companies
have
been
cautioning
investors that first quarter
sales could take a hit from
the spread of coronavirus.
Apple (AAPL) just made it
more real.
The $1.4 trillion-dollar
company put out a surprise
investor update on Monday,
warning it no longer expects
to meet the revenue guidance
provided last month.
Notably, the company
isn’t just concerned about
the hit to demand for Apple
products within China –
which has been expected
since all its stores there have
been closed. It also faces
issues of iPhone production.
Such supply chain issues
have been a chief concern
for economists tracking
broader fallout from the new
coronavirus. (CNN)

oOo
Democratic
presidential
contender
Michael
Bloomberg
will
sell
Bloomberg LP, the financial
information company that
made him a billionaire, if he
is elected to the White House
in November, his campaign
confirmed on Tuesday.
Bloomberg has risen
quickly in opinion polls
since entering the race for
the Democratic nomination
in November and he will
appear in his first debate
of the election cycle on
Wednesday in Las Vegas.
Democrats are vying for the
right to challenge American
President Donald Trump in
the Nov. 3 election.
The former New York
mayor has said before he
would likely sell Bloomberg
LP if elected, which his
campaign
affirmed
on
Tuesday. (Reuters)
(mannyrabacal1144@gmail.com)

Honoring the brains of the Cebu City Charter

Cebu Legal
Pedia
Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

Atty. Gervasio L. Lavilles
authored Resolution No. 185
of the Municipal Board of the
Municipality of Cebu which
called for the Senate and the
House of Representatives to
enact a law creating the Cebu
City Charter. The resolution
of Lavilles was signed by the
President of the Municipality
of Cebu, Fructuoso Ramos,
on August 31, 1931.
It was the Representative of
the old 3rd District of Cebu, Don
Vicente Rama, who championed
Bill 3360 in Congress. Cebu
officially became a City upon its
inauguration on February 24,
1937.
It took an Ilonggo by
birth and a member of the
then Municipal Board of
Cebu to facilitate the first
step in converting Cebu
into a city. Gervasio was
the son of Camilo Lavilles

and Sebastiana Lira in
Lambunao, Iloilo. He came
to Cebu when he was 14 years
old and studied at the Cebu
Provincial High School. He
earned his Preparatory Law
Course at the Junior College
now known as the University
of the Philippines-Cebu
Campus and eventually
earned his Bachelor of
Laws at the University
of the Visayas. Gervasio
signed his Roll of Attorneys
on December 24, 1938.
Lavilles was a member of
the Municipal Board of Cebu
from 1925 to 1935 elected
with the highest number of
votes and twice reelected.
The greatness of a great
man is in his humility,
Lavilles did not amass
wealth or power during his
lifetime as it was literally a
life for others. Bestowed with
much opportunity for selfaggrandizement this he easily
avoided. To name a few, he
was appointed by President
Sergio Suico Osmeña Sr. as
Register of Deeds of Cebu
Province and City of Cebu on
January 31, 1946 and Chief
Examiner for four years
of the U.S. Philippine War
Damage Commission for the
Cebu Branch. Lavilles who
was born on June 19, 1896
lived a simple life accurately
described in his own words
in his book, CEBU: History

of its Four Cities & Forty
Nine Municipalities “In
memory of Sebastiana Lira
and Consuelo Lumen, my
deceased mother and first
spouse respectively … As an
expression of affection for
my wife, Purificacion Alba
who contentedly and happily
shares with me my life of
Plebeian simplicity.”
Lavilles, “Brains of the
Cebu City Charter” returned
to his Divine Creator on
June 16, 1986 but his love
for God, country and Cebu
continues with his children:
Evangeline Lavilles-de Paula,
an
academician,
author,
and public servant; Marietta
Lavilles-de Egurrola, who
pioneered the street children
welfare program of the city; and
Gloria Lavilles-Panganiban,
who administered the City
Public Library.
Not known to many, the
naming of Barrio Luz in Cebu
City was inspired by Atty.
Lavilles’ suggestion to then
Cebu City Mayor Serging
Osmeña as then President
Ramon Magsaysay refused
to have the relocation site of
the fire victims at the back of
Camp Sergio Osmeña named
after him. In a brilliant move,
Lavilles suggested that it be
named after his wife, Luz.
Thus it became Barrio Luz.
Attorney Gervasio L.
Lavilles, the Brains of the

Cebu City Charter, was born
on June 19, 1896 and died
on June 16, 1986. The City
honors him with a street, as it
renamed Bagumbayan Street
by virtue of City Ordinance
No. 1329 dated May 8, 1989.
Lavilles was a humble, honest,
and decent public servant and
did not seek accolades, fame,
or fortune, as he lived a simple
but dignified life, he could have
made a fortune when he was
appointed by Don Sergio as
War Damage commissioner,
but he didn’t. Let us remember
him as the “Brains of the Cebu
City Charter.”
While the Father of
the Cebu City Charter,
Don Vicente Rama was
nominated to run for the
Senate in the 1941 election.
In the Nacionalista Party
convention held from August
16 to 19 of 1941, there were
four Cebuanos who were
nominated to run for the
Senate. These were Filemon
Sotto, Mariano Jesus Cuenco,
Manuel Cabahug Briones
and Don Vicente Rama.
The first three were veteran
politicians in the national scene.
It was only Don Vicente Rama,
who at that time became the
first Cebuano to become Cebu
City Mayor and Representative
of the old 3rd Congressional
District.
Since it was the first
election, it was a full senatorial

seat, meaning 24 have to be
elected to the senate. Don
Vicente Rama, in his first
national election was thrilled.
It was also a first to all other
candidates because this time
the Senators were elected at
large, contrary to the elections
held in 1916 up to 1934 were
senators were elected by
senatorial districts.
Don Vicente Rama armed
only with the popularity
and integrity brought by his
newspaper, Bag-ong Kusog
fared well in the election.
Rama placed first in Bohol, he
was number three in Davao
Province, more importantly
Cebuanos overwhelmingly
supported him, Rama placed
first among the 24 winning
candidates in Cebu City.
In the final tally on
December 5, 1941, Don
Vicente Rama emerged 16th,
despite being a neophyte
national candidate. What is
noteworthy was that Rama
was not a millionaire as
compared to most of the
candidates but he won not
with a moneyed political
machinery but with honor
and integrity as his weapon.
The greatness of Don
Vicente Rama continues with
his grandson, Atty. Michael
Lopez Rama, elected in 2010
as Cebu City Mayor, reelected
in 2013 and reelected in 2019
as Vice Mayor.
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Laws one need to know

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

There are laws in our
country that sound strange
or simple doesn’t sound
right to our senses. But yet
these laws are still effective
until this date. Knowing the
dictum Ignorancia Legis,
Excusat Nominem excusat or
ignorance of the law excuses
no one, it would be better to
know this law. While some of
this law are self explanatory,
a good number needs a
closer examination as most
of these are still in effect
until this date.SQUATTING

This Business
of Living
Emm R. Espina

ABS-CBN
to stay
open?
As ABS-CBN’s franchise
is set to expire on March
30 this year, the network
president and CEO Carlo
Lopez
Katigbak
went
on television admitting
his firm’s mistakes and
expressed
willingnessto
“correct its faults.’’
The cousin of Gabby
Lopez said that ‘kami po ay

NO LONGER A CRIME.
Presidential Decree 772 or
the Anti-Squatting Law was
decriminalized by Republic
Act8368 or the “AntiSquatting Law Repeal of
1997”. PD 772 penalized
squatting
or sending to
jail anyone who occupy a
property without the consent
of its owner. With therepeal
of PD 772 the lot owner
would have
difficulty in
running
after persons
who occupies his property
criminally however he can
still pursue a civil aspect for
ejectmentwhich shall be filed
before the Municipal Trial
Court. This is a recognition
of the fact that homelessness
is becoming a social issue
ratherthan a criminal act,
hence, the law sees squatters
as victims of social justice
rathercriminals to be placed
behind bars. Homelessness
is now considered as a
program tobe addressed by
government. Mass housing

has been implemented by
government toaddress the
concern.
As a small consolation
to the hapless property
owners, however, the act
still penalizes“professional
squatters and syndicates”
according to the provisions
of anothercontroversial law,
Republic Act 7279, which
is better known as the Lina
Law.
INFIDELITY OF MEN
ARE
CHARGED
WITH
CONCUBINAGE
WHILE
WOMEN BY ADULTERY.
Cursory reading of Article 333
and 334 of the Revised Penal
Code will reveal a gender
bias favoring the husband.
Charging a husband for an
extra-marital affair in court
is infinitely harder to prove
since the woman has to prove
any or all of the following:
a. He has kept a mistress in
the conjugal dwelling. b. He
shall have sexual intercourse
with a woman who is not

his wife under scandalous
circumstances. c. He shall
cohabit with her in any other
place. And even when the
husband is convicted, he
will at most serve a sentence
of only six months to four
years while his mistress
would only be slapped with;
destierro or banishment.
On the other hand, proof of
sexual intercourse between
his wife and another man is
all a husband needs to charge
them both with adultery
which can carry a penalty of
two to six years. Every sexual
intercourse in also separate
crime. Hence, if they had 5
sexual encounter then 5 cases
of adultery can be filed. The
reason why the penalty for
women is heavier because of
the fact that the illicit affair
of the woman might bear an
illegitimate child.
LECTION
TIES
CAN BE DECIDED BY
CHANCEUnder
the
Commission on Elections

Resolution
No.
10083,
also known as the General
instruction for the Board
of
Canvasser
on
the
Consolidation/Canvass and
Transmission of Votes, ties
between two competing
candidates for a single
position can actually be
determines by drawing
of lots or coin toss. The
resolution states, “the Board
shall , after recording in its
minutes the fact of having
candidates receiving the
same number of votes for
the position, immediately
notifies the said candidates
to appear before the Board for
the drawing of lots to break
the tie”.You would think
that this is an outrageous
situation, but actually this
has happened several times
within the last few years.
Coin tosses have become the
broke ties for barangay and
local elections for the past.

hindi perpekto, nagkakamali
din po handa ponaming
itama
ang
anumang
pagkukulang para sa lalo
pang ikabubuti ng aming
serbsiyo sa Pilipino.”
(We aren’t perfect, we
are ready to correct our
transgressions to further
improve our services to
the Filipino.”) He
did
not
specify
ABS-CBN’s
transgressions.
Reiterating
the networks’s
respect
for
President Duterte. Katigbak
said that they also respect
the authority of Congress,
the Senate and the rule of
law.
Most importantly,
they respect the sentiment
of every Filipino. Katigbak
conceded that the fate
of ABS-CBN’s franchise,
which will expire on 30
March 2020 was entirely in
the hands of Congress and
that he was “praying” for
a positve outcome.Duterte
softens.
Meanwhile, Bilyonaryo
reports
that
President
Rodrigo
Duterte
has
apparently softened his stand
on ABS-CBN Broadcsting
Corp.’s franchise renewal
after ordering the House

franchise committee not to
hold ahearing for the TV
giant.
Through his former
special aide, Senator Bong
Go urged Congress to
start the hearing on the 11
billsseeking to renew ABSCBN’s 25-year franchise
which would end on March
2020.“Pag
lalo
nating
pinatatagal, mas lalong
umiinit ang issue. Ito
naman ang proseso, pagusapan niyo, ipapadala dito
sa Senado,” said Go.“Then
the President will decide,
hayaan natin siya ang
magdesisyon approve or
exercise his power to veto,”
said Go.
Go’s statements are
usually gold when it comes
to Duterte’s wishes so this
means the House committee
will have to hold a hearing
soon in the face of the
growing public clamor to
save ABS-CBN.“Dapat na
rin nilang itackle ito sa
Lower House. Congressmen
just vote according to your
conscience, hopefullyit is for
the interest of the Filipino
people,” said Go. If Congress
fails to approve its franchise,
Go said the National

Telecommunications
Commission should issue
a provisional permit for
ABS-CBN
to
continue
broadcasting
on
air.Go
denied that Duterte wanted
ABS-CBN shuttered. “Wag
mo naman sabihing ayaw
ni Presidente naayaw nya
i-renew. Vocal siya sa
kanyang sama ng loob pero
wala siya inuutos kahit
kanino,” Go said. Shares
soars
Shares of Lopez-owned
companies soared Thursday,
boosted
by
renewed
optimism that ABS-CBN
Corp. could after all get its
franchise renewed after
President Duterte stepped
back from his previous stern
stance. ABS-CBN surged by
as much as 20.4% to P21.80
after Duterte’s special aide
Sen. Bong Go urgedCongress
urged to start its hearing.
Market
punters
welcomed the news. ABSCBN is now trading at P21
each share,
up 16.85%
fromWednesday’s
close.
Shares in ABS-CBN Holdings
Corp., the holding company
of the media giant, rose by
as much 9.3% toP17.38.
Holding firm Lopez Inc. saw

its shares jump to as much as
P4.10 from its previous close
of P3.75.Shares of Rockwell
Corp., the property arm of
the Lopez family, likewise
went up by as much as 7.8%
toP2.05 per share.With this
backdrop, the list of ABSCBN’s Top 100 stockholders
has suddenly become an
interestingread with its
who’s who in politics,
showbiz and elite.
Aside from the majority
owners Lopez family, among
the notable investors are
Kris Aquino, Noli DeCastro
Sonny Belmonte, former
Ambassador Howard Dee,
Jose Mari Chan, Daniel
Padilla, Angel Locsin, Vicdel
Rosario, Aiza Seguerra,
Vic Sotto, John Estrada,
Olivia Lamasan, Laurent
Dyogi, and
Kim Chiu.
(FromBilyonaryo)
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PPA to test-run centralized online booking system
THE Philippine Ports
Authority (PPA) will be pilottesting a centralized online
ticketing system which will
provide ticketing for roll-on/
roll-off passenger ships. It will
be managed by the PPA.
The
online
booking
system is an attempt to to
discourage shipping lines
from overbooking, thereby
ensuring safe travel.
“By the first half of

2020, the PPA will pilottest a centralized e-ticketing
system to avoid overloading
and overbooking on sea
vessels,” the Department of
Transportation (DoTr) said in
its 2019 annual report.
DoTr
Administrative
Order (AO) No. 12 series of
2019 states that one of the
objectives of the centralized
e-ticketing system is “to
institute
port
process

improvement for maritime
safety and security since
this will provide a useful
instrument for preventing
ship
overloading
and
overcrowding.”
It also aims to “provide
ease of doing business and
efficient delivery of ship/port
services, get rid of fixers and
scalpers, and provide shipping
lines with savings in terms of
administrative costs.”

Fitch raises rating for LANDBANK, DBP
Fitch has improved the
outlook for its ratings on two
government-owned financial
institutions last week.
Land Bank of the
Philippines
(LANDBANK)
and the Development Bank
of the Philippines (DBP) have
both leveled up from “stable”
to “positive” outlook while
their long-term issuer default
ratings (IDR) remained status
quo at “BBB.”
“The outlook revision on
the sovereign rating reflects
continued adherence to a
sound macroeconomic policy
framework,
progress
on
fiscal reforms that should
keep government debt within
manageable
levels
and
continued resilience in its
external finances,” Fitch said.

Fitch said the outlook
modification for the banks is at
same level with its upgrade of
the outlook for the Philippines’
sovereign rating last Feb.
11. The country’s rating was
similarly
maintained
at
“BBB,” which is a step over the
minimum investment grade.
A positive outlook means
that the rating could stay at its
present level or be upgraded
over the next two years.
“We will reassess their
ratings if there is further
evidence of the sovereign’s
improved
ability
and
propensity
to
support
the banking system more
broadly,” Fitch said.
Fitch said the outlook
upgrade for LANDBANK
and DBP’s credit ratings

illustrates the “improving
sovereign ability to provide
extraordinary support to the
state-owned banks, if needed.”
“LANDBANK is also the
largest recipient of government
deposits. The ratings also
consider the state’s ability to
support the banking system,
reflected in the ‘BBB’ sovereign
rating,” Fitch added.
LANDBANK’s
income
leaped 20% from P15.48
billion in 2018 to P18.51
billion in 2019, exceeding its
profit target of P16.64 billion
for the whole year. Tts asset
base also rose to P2.03 trillion,
approximately eight percent
from 2018.
DBP’s assets on the other
hand, stood at P700.9 billion
as of September 30, 2019.

According to the AO, the
PPA will provide the system
software, office space and
hardware to implement the
online booking system at the
ports under its authority.
Likewise, it will be responsible
for the remittance to the
shipping lines, the passenger
terminal
building
(PTB)
operators, and the PPA’s
designated service provider of
their share of the integrated

fees/fares.
Shipping lines however,
will be responsible for the
following: Office space and
equipment not provided by
the PPA; Collection of the
integrated shipping fare; PTB
fee; Added administrative
fee and; Refund, rebooking,
and required actions in
cases of cancelled, delayed,
or unfinished/uncompleted
voyages.

Census takes place
May 4 to June 1
The nationwide census of
population and housing will
commence from May 4 up to
June 1, 2020.
Regional Director Ariel
Florendo of the Philippine
Statistics Authority (PSA7) said that Central Visayas
would need over 8,000
public teachers to serve as
enumerators and census area
supervisors.
He urged the public to
cooperate and accommodate
the enumerators as they make
house-to-house survey.
“We also ask all households
to disclose honest and complete
data,” said Florendo, adding
that the compiled information

on population and housing
will be used as basis in coming
up with social and economic
development programs, plans,
and policies by government
executives, policy makers, and
planners.
However, should there
be insufficient teachers to
cover all areas in the region,
Florendo said it may opt to
hire from outside the region
just to ensure all communities
and locations in far-flung
areas are covered.
Engr. Leopoldo Alfanta,
Jr., chief statistical specialist
of PSA-7, said barking dogs
deterred the enumerators
from making the surveys.

PH No. 1 in ‘Women in Business’ global ranking
The Philippines ranked
first in having the most
number of women executives
in top leadership roles
According to a survey on
2020 Women in Business
conducted by Grant Thornton
International
among
32
countries, the Philippines
has 43 percent of Filipino
women executives holding
senior management positions.
The number of Filipino
women executives in senior
management posts snagged
37.5 percent in 2018, 40 percent
in 2017 and 39 percent in 2016,
adding that globally, the threeyear average is 42 percent.
The report says that
South
Africa,
Poland
and Mexico followed the
Philippine ranking in the
survey that also included
Argentina,
Armenia,
Australia, Brazil, Canada,

China, France, Germany,
Greece, India, Indonesia,
Ireland,
Italy,
Japan,
Malaysia,
Netherlands,
Nigeria, Russia, Singapore,
South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, the United
Arab Emirates, the United
Kingdom, the United States,
and Vietnam.
As gleaned from the data
gathered from Philippine
businesses surveyed, the top
three roles of Filipino women
executives are chief finance
officer (CFO) at 38 percent,
human
resources
(HR)
director at 36 percent, and
chief operating officer (COO)
at 23 percent.
Last year, the top three
positions were HR director at
52 percent, CFO at 45 percent,
and COO at 37 percent.
Marivic
Españo,
the
chair and CEO of P&A Grant

Thornton, the local affiliate of
Grant Thornton International
Ltd., one of the world’s leading
independent assurance, tax
and advisory firm said, “We
are seeing that the most
significant roles in business
operations — strategy, finance
and people — are being held
by women,”
“The percentages have
decreased this year, and it is
interesting to note that women
are holding these same three
roles,” she added in a statement.
“We hope to see more women
step up into the chief executive
officer or managing director
role in the future.”
The report also showed
that businesses are taking
more action to increase
gender diversity in the
workplace, with 94 percent
of Filipino firms actively
working
on
removing

barriers to gender parity at
senior levels.
Among
the
specific
actions companies have
been taking to improve or
preserve gender balance
are ensuring equal access
to
developmental
work
opportunities (at 36 percent),
enabling flexible working
hours, reviewing recruitment
approaches, and providing
mentoring and coaching (all
three at 33 percent).
In
the
Philippines,
initiatives to press on policy
changes seemed to have
factored to the reasonably high
position of women executives.
The country was one of
the earliest signatories to the
United Nations Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against
Women (Cedaw). It has a
gender provision in its 1987

Constitution, specifically in
Article II, Section 14, that “the
state recognizes the role of
women in nation building and
shall ensure the fundamental
equality before the law of
women and men.”
The Magna Carta of
Women, considered the local
equivalent of Cedaw, was
enacted in 2009 to bolster
the protection of women’s
rights and equal access to
opportunities and resources.
Nevertheless,
Españo
thought that policies are
not enough. “To achieve
meaningful progress, policies
must be adhered to, enforced
and regularly revisited to
assess their effectiveness.
(W) That, combined with real
commitment from senior
leadership, you begin creating
a truly inclusive culture,”
Españo said.
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‘United efforts needed’ in fight vs. drugs
NEWLY-installed
director of the Police
Regional Office-7 (PRO-7)
said he would collaborate
with all Local Government
Units, to make Region 7 a
better place for investment
and a nice place to retire.
Police B/Gen. Albert
Ignatius Ferro told 888 News
Forum that he will be closely
working with the local chief
executives and businessmen
to keep the vibrant economic
growth the region is enjoying.
The 888 News Forum
can be watched on FaceBook
live on Tuesdays from 8:30
a.m. to 11:00 a.m. with its
regular hosts broadcast
journalists Elias Baquero,
Art Barrit and lawyer Paul
Clarence Oaminal.
For a starter, Ferro
said he would implement
Philippine National Chief
Archie Gamboa’s directives
about the “no take” policy
and to intensify the PNP’s
campaign on crimes against
persons, against properties,
illegal
drugs,
illegal
gambling and they will also
help in the fight against
insurgency.
He urged the public to
support the police force because
without the community’s
participation, the PNP’s efforts
are bound to fail.
It’s
a
shared
responsibility. We need all
the help we can get from the
community.”

To
get
the
people’s
cooperation, Ferro said,
PNP 7 has launched Amigo
cops (friendly cops).
“My men must be friendly,
courteous and helpful to
everyone. They must earned
the trust and confidence
of the people they are
serving, if they want a 100%
cooperation from them,’ said
the police director.
In the fight against
illegal drugs, Ferro, who
used to head the PNP-Drug
Enforcement Unit in Camp
Crame, said they are pursuing
two approaches. These are:
1. supply reduction and 2.
demand reduction
On demand reduction,
the police director said, this
can be done by educating
the youth. The youth is the
foundation of society, family
and country.
“I do believe that if we
can educate our youth, about
the evils of drugs, they would
imbibe in their younger years
the ability and knowledge to
resist illegal drugs,” Ferro
said.
On supply reduction, the
police are doing a relentless
campaign to arrest suppliers
of illegal drugs, he said.
As former director of PNP
drug enforcement group,
Ferro said, they crafted
under now Sen. Rogelio
“Bato” dela Rosa, a program
they called project READY. It
is an acronym for Resistance,

Education Against Drugs for
the Youth.
They prepared modules
that will teach grades 1 to
grades 12 how to keep away
from illegal drugs.
Children can be taught and
adjust their cognitive level of
understanding as they grow,
the police director said.
As children, the modules
are designed in ways that
they will engaged in playful
activities.
While he was still
assigned in Region 3, Ferro
said they had collaborative
initiative
with
the
Department of Education
(depEd).
The DepEd director
admitted that they have
two problems in Region
3. One is drugs. Children
ages 6-10 are being used by
drug syndicate as couriers
because they knew these
kids can’t be arrested.
There’s a law that bars
authorities from arresting
these minors.
The second problem is
unwanted pregnancy. Tenyear old girls are getting
pregnant.
“And so we crafted a program
teaching Filipino values and
resisting illegal drugs,” Ferro
said.
Thus, READY was formed
in cooperation with DepEd.
“I tried to ask whether what
is happening in Region 3 are
also happening in other cities

Police B/Gen. Albert Ignatius Ferro

--- Cebu is not exempted,”
the police official said.
“Sad to say, Cebu has also
problems in drugs among
young kids and teenage
pregnancy, he said.
In this connection, Cebu
Gov. Gwendolyn Garcia
assured the police director
that she will ask DepEd to
revive GMRC (Good Manners
and Right Conduct) subject.
Ferrero was happy that he
has an ally in the governor
about educating the children
in the fight against illegal
drugs,.
President
Rodrigo
Duterte has two years more
left in Malacanang, but the
activities of illegal drugs are
apparently far from slowing
down.
What with billions of pesos
worth of illegal drugs being
confiscated every now and then
and names of top generals were

mentioned to be in the illegal
drug trade, quipped somebody
from the crowd.
As drug enforcement
director before, Ferrero
said they were able to find
the cause, the effects and
possible solution to drug
menace.
He
said
we
should
institutionalize the demand
reduction
approach
by
educating the young people
about the evils of illegal
drugs.
He is amenable to Cebu
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry president Virgilio
Espeleta’s observation that
families play a vital role in
keeping away their children
from illegal drugs.
According to Espeleta,
we can see dysfunctional
parents.
These
parents
are supposed to lead their
children closer to God and
inculcate to their young
minds good virtues.
He cited poverty as one
of the reasons why children
are easy prey on illegal drugs.
There mother or father has
to work abroad and in the
formative years of these
children there was no one
who could them.
Unlike us, our parents
were there during our
childhood years, always
seeing to it that we pray
together in the evening.
Ferro is also thankful
to Bishop Palma for being
supportive to the PNP
advocacy of educating the
children against illegal drugs.
Keres H. Aviles

Unified traffic management to solve congestion: Soco
ONE of the partial
solutions to the worsening
traffic condition in the
province of Cebu is to
takeover management of
national roads.
But in the medium and
long term solution Provincial
Board Member Glen Soco
hoped that the widening
of Cansaga road will be
completed and the plan of the
Department of Public Works
and Highways (DPWH) to
build a by-pass road in the
North will materialize.
Soco was one of three
guests in the Kapihan sa
Sugbo, a one hour no-holdsbarred discussion of burning
issues of the day.
Kapihan sa Sugbo is aired
live at 11 a.m.-12 noon over dyCM

every Wednesday and can also be
seen on FaceBook live.
The two other guests
were Talisay City Mayor
Gerald Anthony “Samsam”
Gullas and Cebu City Vice
Mayor Michael Rama.
Soco said the province
hopes
to
help
local
government
units
in
their traffic management
operations.
The
Provincial
Government is well aware
of the worsening traffic
condition in Consolacion,
especially that we are
promoting our province to
foreign and local tourists in
the Suroy-suroy sa Sugbo
program, the official said.
That is why the province
is doing all it can to ease

traffic congestion, not only
in Consolacion, but in the
entire province, as well.
According to Soco, traffic
is not only confined to
one locality. We can’t say
that traffic is limited only
in Mandaue. It is cross
boundary.
For example, traffic is
building up in Jagoabiao and
across Basak-Tabok, this is
also due to the heavy traffic
in Consolacion, or traffic
congestion starts in liloan.
The same is true with the
traffic situation in the south,
he said.
So the governor took
cognizance to the dismal
traffic condition and she
believed that there should
be a coordinated traffic

management,
just
like
Metro Manila Development
Authority, to be led by the
province, the board member
said.
Soco also said that
DPWH has a plan to create
a
Mandaue-ConsolacionLiloan bypass road which
would also service the new
international port.
“When I was in the Regional
Development
Council
(RDC), the feasibility study
was finished in 2018, ‘karon
nakita namo sa DPWH
nga duna na syay budget.
Gibutangan kinig budget for
2021,’ even this year it has
a budget already. (Now we
learned with DPWH that is
has already a budget. Budget
was allocated for 2021…)

“This bypass road will
connect to the plan of Jica
to construct a coastal road
starting from the coastal
area of Mandaue City all the
way to Cebu City where the
fourth bridge will connect,
Soco said.
About barangay roads,
Soco said Governor Garcia is
identifying barangay roads
that need to be concreted.
During Gwen’s first nine years
as governor, she was able to
cement these roads but are
now dilapidated, he said.
During our budget hearing,
Soco said, the Provincial
Government has allocated P3.5
billion for the infrastructure
project, but they only identified
projects worth P3.1 billion.
Keres H. Aviles
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Spare no one - Samsam
THE war on illegal drugs
in Talisay City is anchored on
the Seal of Good and Local
Governance (SGLG).
City Mayor Gerald Anthony
“Samsam” Gullas told media
practitioners during “Kapihan
Sa Sugbo”that he has a
standing order of his police
chief to “spare no one in the
administration of justice.”
Kapihan sa Sugbo is a
one hour no-holds-barred
interview aired over dyCM on
Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 12
noon and can be watched on
FaceBook live.
Implementing the full
extent of the law no matter
who gets hurt is the ultimate
badge of integrity and
performance in public service,
Mayor Samsam said in his
relentless campaign against
illegal drugs in the city.
The mayor was apparently
referring to a buy-bust
operation in the city that
resulted in the arrest of
a Sangguniang Kabataan
chairperson of Lawaan III and
the death of another one.
The arrested SK chairperson
was Guendolyn Luage. The slain
suspect was Gilbert Ocampo, a
high value target.
The mayor said his police chief,
Maj. Gerard Ace Pelare, who is
a lawyer, knows the the law.
“If there’s an arrest
warrant enforce the law.
Dakpa gyud ang naghatag ug
kalisod sa atong mga igsoong
Talisaynon. (Arrest those

people who are giving hard
times to fellow Talisaynon.)
But at the end of the day you are
a policeman you also have to
protect yourself,” Samsam said.
“Naa gyuy uban nga di
na gyud matabang. Nahimo
na gyud problema sa society.
Kana, dakpon gyud na” (There
are those who are incorrigible.
They have become problems
to society. They should be
arrested.)
“The law is hard but it’s
the law so we have to enforce.
Rich or poor alike they have to
suffer the consequence of their
actions.
If there’s a casualty in a
legitimate operation, I believe
these cops who have families,
who have sons and daughters,
like all of us, need to protect
their lives also.
To get the SGLG “badge,”
Gullas said, “you need to
have at least one drug-cleared
barangay.” The mayor also
corrected misconception that
Talisay City has one drugcleared barangay.
He said there’s no drugfree or cleared barangay in
his city. “As of the moment,
ang drug cleared namo is the
Talisay City Jail.” The mayor’s
reply drew laughter from
media practitioners.
According to Samsam, many
departments are involved
before a jail facility can be
declared drug-free.
“So we are taking it one
barangay at a time. So I already

met with authorities from
Philippine Drug Enforcement
Agency (PDEA)”, the mayor
said.
He said PDEA categorizes
a barangay having problems
with illegal drugs as “severely
affected” barangay, “moderately
affected” and third is “not so
affected” barangay.”
The mayor said at the
moment they are working on
one barangay to be declared
drug-cleared.
He said Police Chief Pelare
and a task force from PDEA
had visited Barangay Tapol, a
mountain barangay, that is a
candidate to be declared drugcleared.
Once Tapol is cleared,
then we will gradually go
down to the city barangays,
Gullas said.
The young mayor also
clarified that while clearing
barangays from illegal drugs
is very important, such
undertaking is being done not
for the sake of getting the seal
of good governance.
“Drug clearing operations
in the city must be done
without letup. It is a daunting
task, but it can be done. Right
now we are trying to minimize,
if not totally eradicate, drug
trade in the severely affected
barangays,” the mayor said.
He identified the severely
affected
barangays
as
Tabunok,
San
Roque,
Cansojong and Tangke.
Gullas said he asked for 30

KAPIHAN SA SUGBO. Left to right: Kapihan sa Sugbo President
Cesar Albor, Board Member Glenn Soco, Cebu City Vice Mayor Michael
Rama, Talisay City Mayor Gerard Anthoiny “Samsam” Gullas and former
congressman Pastor “Jun” Alcover Jr.

policemen from the region to
conduct a 24-hour checkpoint
in Barangay Tangke.
Based on the photos,
videos the police chief has
been sending the mayor every
night, “Tangke is like a ghost
town,“ he said.
“Ang kuyaw lang ani
ang spillover. Yes, it’s good
that drug dealers are leaving
Barangay Tangke, but the
possibility that they will just
transfer their illegal activities
to the neighboring barangays
of San Roque and Cansojong is
not remote,” Samsam said. (But
the danger here is the spillover.)
The mayor said he offered
Coast Guard a lot in Talisay for
their own building.
“Talisay has one speedboat
and I had it fixed so it can
crisscross our seas to prevent
Talisay shorelines from being
used by drug traders,” said the
mayor.
It will be foolhardy to
conduct a 24-hour checkpoint
in the city, but leaving our
shorelines
with
“token
sentinels”
Meanwhile, Mayor Gullas
reiterated that Talisay District
Hospital has now a new name.

It will now be knows as Talisay
Medical Center of the South.
He said the services offered in
Talisay Disrict Hospital is like
a medical center.
“Sometimes maconfused
ang tawo nga ang service sa
Talisay District hospital is
comparable to DonVicente
Sotto Memorial Hospital,” the
mayor said.
“The reason to change the
name, the mayor said, is so
that it will not be generalized
as only a district hospital but a
medical center.
Second, people get the
notion that under the name
Talisay District Hospital, it is
under the Local Government
Unit,” he said.
According
to
Mayor
Samsam, Talisay District
Hospital is not getting its
funding from the LGU. It’s
funding comes from the
Department of Health. it is a
national fund.
“So it will now be called
Cebu South Medical Center,
because this hospital no longer
serve Talisay City residents
only, but for all our constituent
in the First district, and even
in the south. Keres H. Aviles

Mayor eyes route linking Lagtang, Lawaan III
TALISAY City Mayor
Gerald Anthony “Samsam”
Gullas has said they are in
a very difficult situation
trying to comply with the
new memorandum issued
by the Department of Local
Government (DILG) to clear
the city from all forms of
traffic obstruction.
DILG
Secretary
Eduardo Ano has given
Local Government Units
throughout the country 75
days, starting Feb. 17 to May
2, to clear their respective
places from anything that
obstructs
traffic
flow,
including the ban on tricycles
and pedicabs from national
highways.

During his Kapihan sa
Sugbo guesting, the mayor
said they are in a very unique
situation because their public
market and terminal are
located along the national
highway.
While the best location
for these facilities should
have been along barangay
roads,
but
there
are
four routes, under a city
ordinance, that tricycles and
pedicabs are allowed traverse
in the national road for the
sake of the senior citizens
and persons with disabilities
(PWDs), the young Samsam
said.
Kapihan sa Sugbo is
aired live over dyCM every

Wednesday from 11 a.m. to
12 noon, and can also be seen
on FaceBook live.
Samsam asked: If you
are a senior citizen or a
PWD from Tabunok and you
are going to Bulacao where
will you pass? The national
highway, he quipped. If
you’re a senior citizen or a
PWD and you want to take
a tricycle ride from Tabunok
going to Barangays Pook,
Lawaan or Linao, where
will you pass? The national
highway.
To remedy the problem,
the mayor proposed to build
a bridge from the old market,
that is now being used
by Tesda, or build a road

from Barangay Lagtang to
Barangay Lawaan III that will
lead you to sombrea without
necessarily traversing the
national road.
“This is the only way
that we can comply with the
75-day clearing operations
order that bans tricycles,
pedicabs from plying along
the national highway,” the
mayor said.
He told Kapihan sa Sugbo
that it is very necessary to
build a road or a bridge that
would connect Lagtang and
Lawaan III.
He said this is the only way
that tricycles and pedicabs
don’t
necessarily
have
to cross or ply along the

national highway.
Secretary Ano issued the
75-day clearing operation
keeping
tricycles
and
pedicabs
off
national
highway, in line with the
mandate
of
President
Rodrigo Roa Duterte to
clear the roads from any
obstructions.
Meanwhile,
on
the
observation of a concerned
citizen that barangay tanods
are nowhere to be found
roving around a barangay
in Talisay during curfew
hours, the mayor said he
would bring up the matter
during his meeting with all
the barangay captains this
week. Keres H. Aviles
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PH global index ranking to go up Pintos Festival of Bogo
Department of Science
and Technology (DOST)
Secretary Fortunato dela Peña
is hopeful the Philippines’
Global Innovation Index
(GII) will improve and go up
few notches higher by 2022.
GII is a ranking of
world economies based on
innovative capabilities. The
country’s 2019 ranking was
54, up by 19 notches from
its previous ranking of 73 in
2018 and 2017.
Dela Peña said he is
positive that the ranking
improvement to 42nd is
possible, taking into account

the DOST has extensively
amplified
its
research
team and has been doing
more collaborations with
industries and enterprises.
“Rank 42 also means
being included in the top 33
percent of world economies.
That is my goal,” he added.
Aside from government
agencies
such
as
the
Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), Department
of
Information
and
Communications Technology
(DICT) and the National
Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA), dela

Peña observed that export
companies, most especially
those exporting electronics,
have contributed much to the
ascent in GII ranking.
“The DTI Secretary and I
have agreed to present to the
Cabinet the observations of
WIPO which stated that the
expenditure on education
and science was very low.
Increasing the expenditure
does not only rely on the
DOST and the Department
of Education (DepEd). There
is also the Department of
Finance (DOF) and NEDA,”
Dela Peña said.

Rama created Cebu City charter
Don Vicente Rama took
the cudgel to pass House Bill
1528 which actually became
Commonwealth Act 58 which is
the act creating the City of Cebu
or the Cebu City Charter.
Lambert Poca Kuizon,
the greatgrandson of Rama,
said that one would imagine
that an idea of turning the
then Municipality of Cebu
into a city is not one that is
difficult to imagine.
“But to my surprise as
I read the journal of my
greatgrandfather, yhrtr esd
s lot of opposition towards
creating Cebu into a city. But
of course, I thought of that
saying that one needs chaos
to create a shining star,”
Kuizon said.
He added that the

moment Rama presented
Bill 1428, there was an
immedizate backlash that
he receive from the media.
He also recieved opposition
from the members of Cebu’s
prominent families.
He saud there were
notable
people
who
challengfed the idea that
therre would be a city of
Cebu. In fact, on the evening
of the debates for the charter
of the city, one letter writer
called it “Noche Cebuana”
because in front of 70
assemblymen, Rama faced
up against his own fellow
Cebuano legislators.
Some were in doubt
on why Rama wanted the
charter passed. He wrote in
his journal that his reason

was that he had no hidden
agenda when he wrote the
charter. My idea was, at that
time, Manila and Baguio
were
already
chartered
cities. While, a muncicipality
which was progressive did
not have a city yet.
“So his belief was that
in order to further develop
Cebu, it needs to have a
charter. His idea was not
nobel because there were
several people who supported
it to make Cebu A CITY.
“But it was Don Vicente
who went into the effort of
going through the process of
having the charter passed,
going thorugh the very
fierced debate that he had to
against notable and famous
Cebuanos. EOB

Pintos Festival is a newly organized annual event in
Bogo City, Cebu, which celebrates a popular delicacy made
from corn---Pintos.
Pintos
Pintos is a delicacy that originated in Bogo, a major
town center and trading area at the northern end of Cebu.
Peregrina “Pering” Catampatan started this now very popular
delicacy only Bogo masterfully makes.
The delicacy is made of young ground corn ears mixed with
sugar, milk, butter, ground peanuts, cheese and coconut meat
then wrapped in young corn husks. Pintos is cooked by soaking
it in boiling water or by steaming for about an hour or so.
Pintos Festival
The town of Bogo celebrates an annual Pintos Festival
every month of May during the town fiesta in honor of its
patron saint, San Vicenter Ferrer and at the same time giving
tribute to the product the town is known for.
Every year, the officials and organizers of the
festival creatively select events that compose the whole
festivity. It means that each year has its unique lineup
of events interesting and entertaining for everyone.
One of such attractive events is the street dancing,
which is a competition among various groups of contingents
choreographed by dance teachers in the locality.
The dances express thanksgiving for the abundance
of agricultural products, especially corn. The dance
steps and choreographed routine creatively portray
the process of preparing the corn field, planting and
harvesting of the crop. The Festival involves creative street
dancing depicting the sangi (Planting) and merrymaking
through dancing the Kuyayang. Kuyayang is a dance which
expresses the older ways of courtship among Bogohanons.

Photo Gallery of Cebu Business Week readers

CBW readers who
hold hard copies of
Cebu Business Week
and enjoyed reading
its contents which are
all positive news. Left
to right: Businessman
Paul Hubahib, Editor-inChief Emmanuel “Anol”
Mongaya and Journalist
Keres H. Aviles
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FUn TRiVIA
A cockroach can live for up to 3 weeks without its head.
A butterfly has its taste receptors in its feet.
The largest baby to be born so far weighed in at 15 pounds, 5 ounces.
Sir Edmund was the first to climb Mt. Everest and return back.
The holiday Boxing Day was originally celebrated in England for
the servants from the rich people. After Christmas, the servants
“boxed up” all the left-overs from the rich people and bring them
home.

Best Quotes
from Successful People
“The most dangerous poison is the feeling of
achievement. The antidote is to every evening
think what can be done better tomorrow.” —
Ingvar Kamprad, founder of IKEA.
“Nothing works better than just improving your
product.” — Joel Spolsky, co-founder of
Stack Overflow
“Get five or six of your smartest friends in a
room and ask them to rate your idea.” — Mark
Pincus, CEO of Zynga
“Money is like gasoline during a road trip. You
don’t want to run out of gas on your trip, but
you’re not doing a tour of gas stations.” — Tim
O’Reilly, founder, and CEO of O’Reilly
Media
“Get big quietly, so you don’t tip off potential
competitors.” — Chris Dixon, an investor at
Andreessen Horowitz
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Rondina named Miss Volleyball
Sisi Rondina was named
Miss Volleyball by the Philippine
Sportswriters Association. The
honorto be awarded during
the Philippine Sportswriters
Association Annual Awards
Night on March 6.

The 23-year-old beach
volleybelle was a former
University of Santo Tomas
prized athlete. Together with
her teammates, Pons, Dzi
Gervacio and Dij Rodriguez,
the
Philippines
finally

grabbed its first medal in
Southeast Asian Games
beach volleyball in 14 years.
Born in Compostela,
Cebu, Rondina will be given
a tribute by her hometown
as a 37th SMB-SAC All-

Cebu Sports Awardee. She
is will receive the award on
February 29 in Cebu City.
Rondina proceeds to join the
likes of Alyssa Valdez, Jaja
Santiago, Abigail Maraño
and Dawn Macandili as

earlier awardees of the Miss
Volleyball title.
Through her successful
athletic journey in beach
volleyball, she never failed to
acknowledge and thank Charo
Soriano, Beach Volleyball
Republic founder and national
team manager as she basks
in her feat as four-time Most
Valuable Player (MVP).

Kobe 2020 finalist for Basketball Hall of Fame
NBA
five-time
champion Kobe Bryant, Los
Angeles Lakers legend, was
one of the eight finalists
for induction to the 2020
Basketball Hall of Fame.
The announcement of
Hall of Fame inductees will
be on April 4 in Atlanta at the
US college “Final Four” with
18 of 24 votes needed from
the Honors Committee to
join the select list.
Enshrinement
will
take place at ceremonies in
Springfield from August 28
to 30.
Other first-time finalists

include 15-time NBA AllStar and three-time NBA
Finals Most Valuable Player
Tim Duncan, 15-time NBA
All-Star and nine-time NBA
All-Defensive First Team
selection Kevin Garnett
and 10-time Women’s NBA
All-Star
and
four-time
Olympic champion Tamika
Catchings.
Earlier finalists include
US college coaches Kim
Mulkey, Barbara Stevens,
Eddie Sutton and two-time
NBA champion coach Rudy
Tomjanovich.
Bryant’s tragic death

at age 41, along with his
daughter Gianna and seven
others, has had an impact on
the Hall of Fame selections.
“We knew this class had the
potential of being one of the
most historic of all time,”
said Hall of Fame chairman
Jerry Colangelo.
“The untimely passing
of Kobe Bryant has left us in
a state of reflective mourning
and we’re proud to honor his
legacy while also recognizing
seven other individuals who
have meant so much to our
game.
“We congratulate our

KOBE BRYANT

finalists and those who have
supported them on their
journeys and we look forward

to revealing the Class of 2020
at the Final Four in Atlanta,”
Colangelo said.

